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264a Monday, February 22, 2010is formed. The P1 duplex then docks into the pre-folded ribozyme core by
forming tertiary contacts. P1 docking controls both the rate and the fidelity
of substrate cleavage and has been extensively studied as a model for the for-
mation of RNA tertiary structure. However, previous work has been limited to
studying millisecond or slower motions. Here we investigated nanosecond P1
motions in the context of the ribozyme using site-directed spin labeling
(SDSL) and electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy. A nitroxide
spin label was covalently attached to a specific site of the substrate oligonucle-
otide, the labeled substrate was bound to a pre-folded ribozyme to form the P1
duplex, and X-band EPR spectroscopy was used to monitor nitroxide motions
in the 0.1 to 50 ns regime. Using substrates that favor the docked or the un-
docked states, it was established that the nitroxide was capable of reporting
P1 duplex motions. Using these nitroxide labeled substrates, it was found
that the J1/2 junction connecting P1 to the ribozyme core controls nanosecond
P1 mobility in the undocked state (Grant et.al., 2009, JACS, 131, 3136-7). This
may account for previous observations that J1/2 mutations weaken substrate
binding and give rise to cryptic cleavage. This study establishes the use of
SDSL to probe nanosecond dynamic behaviors of individual helices within
large RNA and RNA/protein complexes. Work is underway to investigate P1
motions in various mutant ribozymes in order to establish detailed correlations
between nanosecond dynamics of P1 with ribozyme tertiary folding and cata-
lytic activity. This may help in understanding the relationship between RNA
structure, dynamics, and function.
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The insertion of bacteriophage phi29 genomic DNA into its preformed procap-
sid requires the DNA packaging motor, which is the strongest known biological
motor. The packaging motor is an intricate ring-shape protein/RNA complex.
The RNA component, called the packaging RNA (pRNA), is indispensable
for motor function, and may play an essential role in motor ATPase activity.
Current structural information on pRNA is limited, which hinders our effort
on understanding motor function. Here, we use site-directed spin labeling
and pulse EPR spectroscopy to map the global structure of a pRNA dimer
that has been shown to be a functional intermediate in assembling the ring-
shaped pRNA complex in the packaging motor. In our studies, nitroxide pairs
were attached to specific sites of a truncated monomeric pRNA construct, the
labeled monomers were then assembled into dimers in the presence of Mg2þ,
and inter-nitroxide distances were measured using DEER (Double Electron-
Electron Resonance) spectroscopy. In parallel, an unbiased pool of models
that contains variable pRNA conformations was generated, which treats
pRNA as a 3-way junction construct, and a set of corresponding inter-nitroxide
distances was predicted for each model. Intra-molecular DEER distances were
used to obtain the monomeric structures of pRNA in dimer, which are then used
to build the structural pool for pRNA dimers. A very small number of models
were selected. We expect that this work will provide much-needed structural
information regarding pRNA, as well as establishing a new methodology for
analyzing global conformations in complex RNAs.
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Understanding structure-function relationships in RNA and RNA-protein com-
plexes requires robust methods for obtaining structural information on a variety
of length scales. DEER (double electron-electron resonance) is emerging as
a powerful method for very accurate (5 2 A˚ over 15-80 A˚) distance measure-
ments between pairs of nitroxide labels that can be placed using several available
conjugation sites inRNAnucleobases or phosphodiester linkages.Here,we show
the potential for DEER spectroscopy in monitoring global RNA folding and also
small changes in RNA structure within a model system that is based on the Ham-
merhead ribozyme. This catalytically active RNA, a three-helix junction motif
with a buried active site, undergoes cation-dependent folding transitions that
are linked to activity. Nitroxide labels placed at strategic positions allow helix-
docking and active-site core rearrangements to be monitored by measuring the
dipolar coupling between paramagnetic sites. This poster will present the resultsof DEERmeasurements obtained at both X-band and Q-band, where the higher-
frequency Q-band spectroscopy significantly enhances the sensitivity of this
technique. Mg2þ-dependent global folding, and evidence for a smaller local
structural change with higher added metal concentrations, are both observed in
this RNA. Since labels can be placed at targeted sites within both nucleic acids
and proteins, and there is no inherent limitation on macromolecular size,
DEER spectroscopy has potential for obtaining high-resolution structural infor-
mation in complex RNAs and in large RNA or DNA-protein complexes.
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RNA molecules have previously been regarded as ‘‘boring’’ molecules which
merely relay genetic information from DNA to proteins. However, they are
now known to also exhibit a wide range of gene regulation functions. For in-
stance, the RNA riboswitch binds to ligands, and then undergoes structural
changes that regulates either transcription or translation. Like proteins, the func-
tion of an RNAdepends on its three dimensional structure. Here, we discuss how
we can incorporate low-resolution experimental data (namely, small angle x-ray
scattering) to score the RNAmodels (also known as decoys).We have also stud-
ied the similarities of clusters from multiple k-means clustering runs on the de-
coys to help us distinguish well-sampled predicted structures from noise. Use of
this clustering analysis allows us to effectively reduce the effects of outliers,
which commonly plague low-resolution experimental scoring functions.
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RNAs have hierarchical folding of structure which is endowed with abilities to
catalyze biochemical reactions, support ligand binding, and proteins recogni-
tion. Ionic environment assist RNA to form stable higher order structures. In
this study, molecular dynamics simulations were used to analyze the monova-
lent cationic distributions within RNA loop-loop complexes taken from sepa-
rate viral species. We demonstrate that cations in show strong preferential dis-
tribution around kissing loop region however, ion dynamics do not indicate
concrete evidence of specific binding. Cationic spatial localization was ob-
served in a variety of kissing loops. Simulations results reveal the presence
of electronegative channels that formed through the major groove of all
RNA loop-loop helices and attract and retain the cations. Significant drop of
diffusion coefficients was observed for ions inside ionic channels. Effect of se-
quence on the ion distribution was observed by carrying out mutational studies
on the bacterial and viral kissing loops. Molecular dynamics results show
strong correlation of ionic propensity regulated by sequence.
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Hairpins are common nucleic acid secondary structures that perform both struc-
tural and functional roles. Recently, we reported that r(UNCG) and r(GNRA)
hairpin families use molecular mimicry and electrostatic factors to attain excep-
tional thermodynamic stability with a CG closing base pair (cbp) (J. Amer. Soc.
2009 131, 8474-8484). Although these loop families fold with different global
structures, the tetraloops are stabilized by displaying the same functional groups
and partial charges to the major groove edge of the CG cbp. Herein, we compare
the r(GNRA) tetraloop family to the DNA triloop family d(GNA), which is also
exceptionally stable with a CG cbp and possesses same shearedGAbase pair be-
tween the first and last positions of the loop (Biochemistry 2009 48, 8787-8794).
Interactions of d(GNA) loops with the cbp were probed with nucleobase and
functional group modifications and the resulting effects on stability were com-
pared to those from similar substitutions in r(GNRA)hairpins. Interruption or de-
letion of loop-cbp interactions in d(GNA)was consistentwith electrostatic inter-
actions identified through nonlinear Poisson-Boltzmann (NLPB) calculations.
Moreover, loop stability changed in a manner consistent with similar loop-cbp
interactions for d(GNA) and r(GNRA) loops.We also compared the relationship
of DG37 and log[Na
þ] for d(GNA) and r(GNRA) loops and found a decreased
salt dependence for both loop families with a CG cbp. Similarity of loop-cbp in-
teractions shows portability of the loop-cbp motif across polymer type and loop
size and indicates RNA and DNA converged on a similar molecular solution for
stability.
